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Why do microlensing simulations I?

Microlensing is
sensitive to
• low-mass

planets
• at relatively large

orbital radii
from their host

stars.

Background picture from
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/~cgt/cgt/PhD_Projects_in_
Exoplanetary_Science_files/shapeimage_2.jpg

Gaudi et al. (2009)



Why do microlensing simulations II?

Microlensing planets can be used to
constrain planet formation models....

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/imagenes_universo/exoplanets01_02.jpg



Why do microlensing simulations III?
...such as Ida & Lin models (see e.g. Ida & Lin 2005)

Above are planets predicted to form around 0.25 solar mass star for 1000 systems.



Why do microlensing simulations IV?

We can see which Ida & Lin planets are
detected in the simulations and do some

statistics.



Producing light curves I

Considerations:

ØMultiple-planet systems so large number
of lenses.

ØFinite-size source stars.

ØNeed to randomly place planets in their
respective exoplanet systems.

Aim is to produce light curves that would reflect
what a survey would find



Producing light curves II

Source
position

Image
position

Lens position

Lens-to-star
mass ratio

Number of
Lenses

There can be up to 30 planets in an exoplanet system. That means having
to solve an extremely high-order polynomial to get image positions from
source positions.



Producing light curves III
Ray-shooting deals with large number of

lenses and finite source size complications
fairly easily

by
working “backwards” with lens equation
(calculating source positions from image

positions)



Producing light curves IV
Ray-shooting
principle:

magnification
proportional
to number of
rays that land
in source disk

Shoot in
image plane
and collect
rays in source
plane. Make
sure to cover
all images.



Producing light curves V

There’s a catch! Need to shoot densely enough in
image plane or light curve is noisy!



Producing light curves VI
Example magnification map and light curve from ray-shooting:

(hypothetical case)



Producing light curves VII

ØPlace Ida & Lin planets randomly on elliptical orbits
around their host star within a disk

ØRandomly orientate the disk itself

ØProject planets onto the plane of the sky

ØThen ALL constants in lens equation are known if we
know star mass, distance to system & distance to

source.

http://www.ourpoliticsblog.com/huhu/elliptical-orbits-of-the-planets.html



Producing light curves VIII

ØHost star mass = 0.25 M⊙
ØDistance to exoplanet disk = 6 kpc
ØDistance to source = 8 kpc

ØSource radius (normalised to star’s Einstein radius) = 0.008
ØBaseline magnitude = 17

ØNo limb darkening & no blending
ØImpact parameter randomly chosen between 0 and 0.3.

ØSource trajectory speed = 150 km/s
ØTotal length of source trajectory = 3.0 Einstein radii,

with uniform sampling every 1hr approx.

Assumptions for zero-th order procedure:

Produce one light curve per system and generate simulated data (Penny
et al. 2010)



Producing light curves IX
Example of simulated light curve:

Time (days)

Magnitude



Results I

It was assumed that the light curve from ray-
shooting (the true light curve) was what a
modeller would (ultimately) attain if they

attempted to fit the data.

The minimum number of the Ida & Lin planets
necessary to re-create this true light curve (to

some cutoff) were found by producing new light
curves with only these planets.

Analysis of light curves



Results II
Summary of results

Total Number of Light Curves Analysed:
1000

Number with NO

974 (≈97%)

Number with NO
planets:

974 (≈97%)

Number of planetary

26 (≈3%)

Number of planetary
events:

26 (≈3%)

SINGLE planet events:
16

DOUBLE or greater

10

DOUBLE or greater
planet events:

10
6 double-
planets

3 triple-
planets

1 five-
planet case



Results III: Some single planet light curves 1



Results III: Some single planet light curves 2



Results III: Some single planet light curves 3



Results III: Some single planet light curves 4



Results IV: Some DOUBLE-planet light curves 1



Results IV: Some DOUBLE-planet light curves 1



Results IV: Some DOUBLE-planet light curves 2



Results IV: Some DOUBLE-planet light curves 2



Results IV: Other DOUBLE-planet light curves



Results V: TRIPLE-planet light curve 1



Results V: TRIPLE-planet light curve 2



Results V: TRIPLE-planet light curve 2



Results V: TRIPLE-planet light curve 3



Results VI: FIVE-planet light curve!



Results VI: FIVE-planet light curve!



Results VII: “Detected” planets on Ida & Lin scatter



Discussion I

Are the multiple-planet cases real?
ØYES! Need those planets to

explain true (original) light curve.

ØBUT .......... Is it possible to find a
binary lens configuration that can
reproduce the same light curve as
our double-planet or triple-planet

cases?



Discussion II

(Unfortunately), it is (at least in one case).

This was a triple-planet light curve:

A binary-lens fit to the simulated data produced an
excellent fit (recreated the original/true light curve).

Degeneracy



Discussion III

d

d’

Degeneracy examined:

Triple-planet

Binary lensSame light curve



Discussion III
Degeneracy examined:

[Matthew 41 analysis]

Private communication with Matthew Penny (2011)



Discussion IV

Final Fractions for zero-th order result:

Simulations Reality

1 sigma error-bars based on Wilson Score method (Newcombe , 1998)



Conclusion

ØMost planets detected in the simulations are
where you would expect (relatively heavy planets,

nearer the Einstein radius).
Ø Planets found far away from the microlensing
sensitivity region ARE significantly affecting the
light curve but a modeller would not necessarily

find them.
ØMultiple to single planet ratio seems high but if
many multiple-planet cases can be “downgraded”
to single planets, then there would be agreement

with real observations at 1 sigma.


